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Report: 
 

High pressure XAFS experiments at the Cu and Fe K-edge have been performed in the 

antiferromagnetic insulators CuFeO2 and NaFeO2 to ~40 GPa. Pressures were generated with 

TAU oposite/plate diamond anvil cells  having anvils with 300-µm diam. culets. Argon was 

used as a pressurizing medium. Pressure was measured using the ruby fluorescence 

technique. High-pressure XAFS studies were performed at beamline ID24.  

 

The case of Cu-Fe Delafossite.  

Cuprous ferrite (CuFeO2) has the hexagonal layered structure which consists of hexagonal 

layers of Cu1+, O2-, and Fe3+; the antiferromagnetic Fe3+ (S=5/2) layers are separated by 

nonmagnetic layers of Cu1+ (S=0) and O [1]. Recent High Pressure (HP) 57Fe Mössbauer 

studies [2] detected the onset of Fe2+ species at around 23 GPa. For this to occur one must 

assume Fe3+ - Cu1+ bands overlap in which part of the Cu1+ → Cu2+ transition takes place. 

The obtained XAFS results indeed concurred with the Mössbauer ones, namely, changes 



have been observed in both the TM cations at pressures at which Fe3+ - Fe2+ occurs. Fe K-

edge XANES shows a clear evidence of the Fe valence state change in the pressure range 18 

-31 GPa (Fig. 1a,b). Analysis of the behaviour of the pre-edge peak confirms an Fe redox 

variation (Fig. 1c). Analysis of the Cu K- edge data is currently in progress. 
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Fig.1a-c. Fe K- edge XANES of CuFeO2, showing a clear evidence of the Fe valence state cha
the pressure range 18 -31 GPa. 



XRD studies show as well a structural phase transition corroborating the discussed valence 

transformation. According to a preliminary data analysis, the new high pressure phase can be 

fitted well with a monoclinic (C1 2/m1) structure. This is also a layered but slightly distorted 

hexagonal structure which in contrast to the low pressure phase accommodates two different 

types of Fe and Cu sites (1/3 of the Fe and Cu positions are occupied by Fe2+ and Cu2+ 

respectively). The Cu- and Fe- environment changes significantly at this transition and such 

structural changes affect the EXAFS spectrum (see Fig. 1a).  Analysis of the XAFS should 

help clarify the modified local structure resulting from the change in the space group as 

derived form XRD studies. 

 

The Na-Fe delafossite. 

Whereas the Cu1+- Fe3+ pressure-

induced band overlap may result in 

the formation of paramagnetic 

Cu2+, this will not be the case with 

alkali ions. And indeed our studies 

on NaFeO2 (
_
32 /R m space group) 

have shown that no appreciable 

changes in the XAFS spectrum are 

observed up to ~ 40 GPa (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 2.  Fe K- edge XANES of NaFeO2 in the pressure 
range 3 - 44 GPa  (bottom to top). 


